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Wrong,

Asking prayers for "the
latest victim and for all
victims of terrorism in Spain,"
the pope said he hoped the
. nation "will not feel wounded
in its deep aspiration for. peace
and concord" and will free
itself "from the painful
phenomenon of terrorism."

Madrid, Spain (NO — The
Spanish Inquisition, which
from the 15th Century to the
17th Century burned and
tortured Jews and those
accused of being heretics, was
strongly criticized by Pope
John Paul II Nov. 3.
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"Violence is not the way to
solve human problems," the
pope added.

r-

the authorities responsible for
economic affairs endeavored
to have capital seek workers
rather than vice versa," he
said. "Such an objective is a
challenge to the authorities of
. national and international
affairs who must undertake
programs for establishing a
balance between regions of
wealth and poverty."
The pope stressed the need
for Church . assistance to
migrant workers and said that
whenever possible, priests
should accompany groups of
workers to their country of
employment During a paraliturgKal service attended by
20,000, the 14th Century
image of Our Lady of
Guadalupe was on display
above the'chair in which the
pope was:
Later in the morning, John

The Inquisition committed
"errors and excesses," the
pope told professors, scientists
and cultural figures at the
University of Madrid.
"If moments like that of thfe—
Inquisition produced tensions,
errors and excesses — facts
which the Church today
evaluates in the objective light
of history — it is necessary to
recognize that the entirety of
the intellectual elements of
Spain have known how to
reconcile admirably the
demands for full freedom of
investigation with a profound
sense of Church," he said.
It was the fust direct
Continued on Page 4

Refugee Cases Move to Court

he**

proceedings in.Judge Sacks'
court
The men answered
questions put to them by
Judge Sacks through a
French-speaking interpreter.
The
Haitians
were
represented for last week's
hearing by Rochester attorney
James Lytle, a member of the
bar association,. who had
votunteeredfor the occasion.
Each Haitian, however, win
;be lepreseined-jby an individual volunteer attorney at
the Jan. 12 hearing. The
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